
Stellar 
SPaS

If it’s a complete mind and body overhaul you’re after, C&tH discovers  
the holy trinity of detox spas, plus 12 of the best pampering hideaways  

in the city, the countryside and overseas

spa special Food & travel
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Shelve thoughts 
of glossy spa hotels, 
though – this is like 
staying as a guest at 
someone’s house. My 
advice is to bag the 
separate apartment 
or one of the wooden 
cottages (although not 
the one without the 

bathroom, a crucial element during the week). 
My fellow guests are a Dutch soap star and an 
American-born organic farmer. And the host? 
German-born former hippy Ilona Pantel-
Ayal, who turned to fasting years ago and  
is now a fully qualified fasting guide. 

The Buddha House
Ibiza, Spain
It might seem perverse to pay good money 
not to eat, but there are fabulous advantages, 
more of which comes later. First, you need 
to be prepared to take your resolution to fast 
seriously as it’s far more than a quick fix weight 
loss service (although that is one of its major 
benefits). It’s a journey – emotional, physical and 
spiritual, all rolled into one. 

I chose Ibiza for my own personal voyage.  
It might not be somewhere you usually associate 
with detox (retox, yes), but far from the high 
jinx of the island’s nightlife, the Buddha House 
is a blissfully laidback peach-coloured sanctuary 
with bright Moroccan blue-painted woodwork, 
nestled high in the mountains, where the only 
music you’ll hear is meditative. Here, among the 
lemon trees and with a view of mountains and 
the sea beyond, I checked in for my week’s fast. 

Days follow a regime, only altered by whether 
we walk in the woods, the mountains or along 
the beach and which therapy we can look 
forward to: Thai massage – amazing; dance 
– a bit ‘out there’, involving pretending we 
are, alternately, earth, fire, air and water; yoga 
– the teacher, Lisa, is quite brilliant. They start 
around 8am with kneipping (getting knee-deep 
into the freezing swimming pool and lifting 
up each leg 10 times), followed by a communal 
weigh in (you just need to let go of your 
insecurities). We then scurry back to our rooms 
to do an enema (hence your own bathroom is a 
must). Lunch is a diluted fresh fruit juice and 
supper, vegetable broth, basically hot water with 
a few minerals in it. Besides that, the only things 
we ingest for five days are water and herbal teas. 

The rest of the time is taken up with 
therapies, walking and meditation. One night I 
even get to meet my inner child (I warned you 
to be prepared!). My seven-year-old self even 
accompanies me on the next day’s walk, we hold 
hands and laugh. It’s quite moving. Some people 
can reach a crisis stage when fasting which 
is when a deeply embedded blockage finally 
becomes free, causing some kind of physical of 

emotional break down; not to fear, it’s much 
better out than in and healing progress is 

made very swiftly thereafter. 

After five days in which I promise I do 
not feel hungry once, I am rewarded with 
a completely cleansed mind and body and 
significant weight loss. I also really feel that I 
have learned to understand my body and been 
given the tools to change any behavioural habits 
let alone bad food ones that I have. I also feel 
happy – ethereally blissful, no less. One word 
of advice, though… Don’t bore your cynical 
British friends with this, they’ll think you’ve 
become an evangelistic yogi who is about to 
sign up to life in an ashram. Just keep it as 
your little secret and hang on to it because, I’m 
afraid, after a few days, real life swiftly kicks 
in along with, for me, a worrying desire for 
chocolate. By Lucy Cleland

the details
A week’s fast at 

The buddha House 
costs from €1,195 
in the small wooden 

hut to £1,995 in 
the apartment, not 
including flights. 

book through lotus 
Journeys, 0845 170 
1747; lotusjourneys.
com. Ryan Air flies 

direct to ibiza; 
ryanair.com

Food & travel spa special

THRee TOTAl  
TuRnAROund sPAs

 There are some spas that offer an almost life-changing  
experience – from gaining knowledge through fasting to  

going all Gwyneth on a macrobiotic regime. Here, three 
writers take the serious spa plunge the  

complete
fast



and smooth as a new born baby. 
My days drift by in a whirl of trips to the 

gym, yoga lessons, incredible treatments, huge 
stretches of time to read and sleep, and long 
meals eaten on my own. To begin with the 
solo dining makes me feel uncomfortable, by 
the end I am practically meditating whilst I 
eat I’m so Zen. 

Seven days later and the facials appear to 
have literally rubbed out the lines on my skin. 
One night I sleep for 11 hours. Marga, who I 
think I am in love with by now, takes me on a 
boat trip – blue light bouncing off a pancake 
flat sea – and we meditate in the ocean – an 
orange starfish lolling by my toes. I start to 
look better. I am even starting to leave food 
that I am too full to eat on my plate. Indeed 
it is no exaggeration to say that the whole 
experience leaves me feeling about 10 years 
younger. After a week I have lost half a stone, 
whilst still eating really quite a lot, and never 
once feeling like crawling the walls for cheese. 
It’s a fabulous result. And isn’t this what we all 
want? A spa that is properly effective – because 
my, haven’t we moved on from the lowly 
massage. By Daisy Finer

Lion in the Sun
Malindi, Kenya
Two children in and my body was in need of 
rehab. I was exhausted. Most of the time I 
felt like a sad, lumpy, wandering butter cake. 
So, I decided to be brave, leave the little ones 
(husband in charge) and hotfoot it for a week 
to the north coast of Kenya for a stay at one of 
the most luxurious spas in the world, Lion In 
The Sun, near the coastal town of Malindi. 
On arrival (a flight to Nairobi, a small internal 
hop, and then an hour’s drive through the 
lushest green countryside), it soon became very 
apparent that I wouldn’t be leaving the hotel 
much. Laziness aside, it’s all just too good 
looking, too let’s-go-barefoot and rest awhile. 

Once I am settled into my bedroom 
(huge four poster, a bathroom bigger than 
most London flats), I am whisked away for 
an assessment by the beautiful Spanish spa 
manager Marga. How do I feel? What do I 
normally eat? How much exercise do I do? 
Could I please stand naked on the scales? It’s 
not good news. Marga writes in my notes ‘on 
her butt much water retention’, and my BMI 
(Body Mass Index) is unprintable. Marga 
sets out a plan. I am to embark on a bio-light 
detoxing diet known as ‘the cure’ – no wheat, 
sugar, coffee, alcohol, chocolate, cupcakes, 
treacle pudding with custard before midday. 
Rather brilliantly I need a facial and massage 
every day, both using an ancient Chinese 
cupping method that helps to draw out toxins.  
I am also to partake in a system of 
hydrotherapy, which involves lying in a jet bath 
for about 20 minutes, then being slathered in 
algae (gosh, it smells real), wrapped in blankets 
and left to snooze on a water-bed before being 
unwrapped and hosed down completely naked. 
Not for the modest – but you emerge as fresh 

the details
lion in The sun 

costs from £2,500 
including flights, 
transfers, seven 

nights full board, 6 
massages, 6 Hydro 
massage, 6 Phyto-
mud therapy and 6 
Hydro Jet treatments 
per person sharing. 

To book contact 
African and indian 
explorations who 
can also organise 
shorter stays post 

safari. 01993 
822443; african 
explorations.com

Sha Wellness Spa
Valencia, Spain
If a macrobiotic diet is good enough for 
Gwyneth and Madonna, it should be alright 
for me. So off to the Sha Wellness Spa – the 
world’s first five-star macrobiotic spa – 50 
minutes drive from Valencia, Spain. It’s in a 
Uruguayan architect-designed building that 
looks like a wedding cake-cum-pagoda-cum-
ocean liner by the Sierra Helada mountains 
with, er, Benidorm in the distance. 

Sha is based on the ideas of Michio Kushi, 
father of modern macrobiotics, and pioneered 
by Alfredo Bataller Parietti after he was 
cured of a tumour and understood the body’s 

the  
luxurious

detox
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auto-curative potential with macrobiotic 
diet and natural therapies. (A macrobiotic 
diet balances acid and alkaline foods, includes 
lots of grains, beans, fruit and vegetables and 
avoids processed foods and animal fats.) The 
clinic offers a fusion of Oriental and Western 
natural therapies, anti-ageing and non-
invasive techniques.

First is a lunch of modern macrobiotic 
haute cuisine – kind of Heston Blumenthal-
goes-Japanese. (The chef, Pablo Montoro 
Fernandez, trained at el Bulli.) The 
macrobiotic way is to chew your food 54 
times: I wonder why they don’t just serve  
it pulverised and cut out the middle man.  
Then I meet with the nurse for a health  
check. (I’m healthy but my aim is to lose a  
few pounds.) 

Next day I see Bill Tara, a besuited 
American and macrobiotic doctor with 45 
years’ experience. He looks at the colour of 
my eyes, skin texture, checks my pulses and 
diagnoses which organs are under stress 
(kidneys and adrenal glands, apparently). 

From this he 
personalises my diet 
– which includes 
breakfast of miso 
soup and barley 
porridge with almond 
milk plus shitake 
mushroom tea after 
every meal. 

Bill gives great 
health talks (on 
topics like Food and 
Science). At other 

times, I f loat in a flotarium in Dead Sea 
water; have a world-class massage; get wet in 
the Aqua Lab – a wowsy therapeutic water 
circuit with water beds and jets, pebble bath, 
caldarium, tepidarium and hydro pool; do 
excellent yoga and pilates classes; and have a 
colonic irrigation treatment (leaving me less 
gassy). The rest of my hours are spent on the 
loo (diuretic foods rule OK), or getting lost 

in the 28,000 sq/m spa.  
A highlight is a cookery demo with Marlene 

Macmillan (who spent a week ‘fixing Rupert 
Everett’s body, teaching him what to cook and 
eat.’) Words like shoyu, tempe and daikon fly 
around, and I learn to create a mean miso soup. 
A week is the minimum recommended stay. But 
I have a good ‘taster’ in four days. On my last 
day they weigh me. I’ve lost 200 grammes. That 
works out at €7.75 a gramme. 

Some of the treatments are very expensive: 
consultation with Michio Kushi €750, 
genetic testing €2,000. But the staff are 
utterly charming; and I’ve learnt 50 things to 
do with seaweed. Since my return, I’ve been 
avoiding wheat, sugar, caffeine, dairy and my 
cannibalistic tendencies. Plus, I have had a 
follow-up colonic with the lovely Caroline Shaw 
at the Hale Clinic (haleclinic.com). I’ve got shiny 
eyes, a glowing complexion and feel calm. But 
also miserable. Now everyone tells me that’s 
because I’m detoxing... By Caroline Phillips

the details
sha discovery costs 
€750 for four nights. 

it includes general 
medical check up, 
consultation with 

nutrition and natural 
therapies expert, 
food, one natural 

therapeutic treatment, 
one sensory relaxing 
massage and one 
floatarium session. 
Accommodation 

costs from €200 per 
night. + 34 96 681 
11 99; shawellness 

clinic.com.
 monarch flies direct 

to Alicante  
year round.  

monarch.co.uk

the  
macrobiotic

spa
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 1 The Dorchester  
Park Lane, W1 

What excitement there was when the multi-
million pound Fox Linton-designed Art Deco 
spa opened at the Dorchester opened last year. 
Book in for its signature Vaishaly facial, fans 
of which include Elle Macpherson and Sophie 
Dahl. It will leave your skin nourished and 
glowing. Afterwards, head to the Spatisserie 
for fresh fruit juices, bite-size cakes and a glass 
of champagne if you so please. Who said spas 
had to be all about denial? Day guests are 
welcome, but for the full-on Princess and the Pea 
experience book into one of the dreamy four 
poster bedrooms.
Doubles from: £295, including breakfast 
020 7629 8888; thedorchester.com

 3 One Aldwych
Covent Garden, WC2

Is this the best swimming pool in London? 
Chlorine-free and with underwater music it’s a real blast. You’ll also 
find a steam and sauna, a high tech gym, and a sweet but comprehensive 
spa which is the first to offer a full treatment list from Spanish skincare 
specialist Natura Blisse. The 90-minute Floral Massage Ritual will put 
you back on the map refreshed and ready for one of the most exciting 
modern British meals anywhere – the hotel’s restaurant Axis buzzes. 
Doubles from: £240, including breakfast 
020 7300 1000; onealdwych.co.uk

 4 The Lanesborough, Hyde Park, SW1
One of London’s most secret spas – cosy, peaceful – and with some of 

the best treatments anywhere. You’ll find La Prairie facials, body wraps 
by Comfort Zone and mani/pedis by Leighton Denny – all are executed 
with real care and individual attention, but the facials are truly outstanding. 
The hotel itself is everything you would expect – handsome, discreet and 
with free WiFi (why isn’t it everywhere?), 24-hour butler service and – so 
fabulous – clothes pressing on arrival. Try not to take your whole wardrobe. 
Doubles from: £495 
020 7259 5599; lanesborough.com

PuRe 
PAckAGe

if you can’t escape for a 
week’s detox in sunnier 
climes, Pure Package is 
a brilliant service that 
delivers three freshly 
prepared, nutritious 
meals to your door 
each day. it’s based 

on providing you with 
your required intake of 
calories in a balanced 

way, with as much local, 
seasonal and organic 

produce as possible and 
it is seriously surprising 

how good the food 
tastes. Although, the 

portion sizes are by no 
means small (so you 

don’t starve), the point 
is that you’re eating 
correctly, so excess 

weight will start to drop 
off. The biggest shock is 
knowing that anything 
extra consumed in the 

day takes you over 
your daily calorie 

consumption… it’s a real 
lesson in learning to take 
charge of what you eat 
and drink. From £23.95 

a day. 0845 6 123 
888; purepackage.com

 2 The Connaught
Mayfair, W1

Another big hitter to arrive on the spa scene 
last year, this is Aman’s first and – so we’re told 
– only standalone spa outside their world-famous, 
award-winning spa resorts. What’s different 
about the Aman philosophy is that there isn’t an 
endless menu of treatments to choose from, it’s 
all tailored to what you need. Go the whole hog 
with a magical two and a half hour Aman Spa 
Experience – foot soak, body scrub and a very 
powerful all-over body massage. Sensational. 
The hotel itself is pretty faultless, too. 
Doubles from: £349
020 7499 7070; the-connaught.co.uk

1

2

3

4

From finding sanctuary in one of 
London’s super-spas to hotfooting 

it abroad for some serious me-time, 
C&TH round up their favourite city, 

country and overseas spas

12 HOlisTic 
HideAwAys
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 5 Four Seasons
Hook, Hampshire

Just a speedy hour’s drive from London 
will find you instantly ruralised in acres of 
gorgeous Hampshire parkland, surrounding 
a pretty Georgian manor house in which 
you can leave your cares behind. Ditch 
the heels and city garb and don one of 
the endless Barbours and pairs of Hunter 
wellies for a romp about the countryside or 
settle down in the cosy bar with a game of 
Scrabble. What you must not miss though 
is the ginormous spa, with its huge range of 
treatments, some of which use herbs grown in 
their heritage gardens. A lovely touch.  
Doubles from: £180, including breakfast 
01252 853000; fourseasons.com  

 8 Chewton Glen
The New Forest, Hampshire 

While you might want to take your granny to this award-studded 
British institution for tea with its immaculate grounds, golf course 
and croquet lawn (the Americans just love it), the spa is a modern 
wonder (again, dripping with accolades). From the moment you 
enter, there are delights galore (foot spas, steam, sauna) as well as the 
legendary Linda Meridith facial (a must). Don’t leave without an ila 
chakra sensory experience, but make sure you’ve booked in for the 
night – you’ll be so relaxed you won’t be going anywhere in a hurry. 
Doubles from: £275, including breakfast 
01425 275341; chewtonglen.com 

THe  
POweR 

bReAkFAsT
The following is a 

version of a traditional 
yogi breakfast 

– it’s packed full of 
goodness, keeps you 

going  
till lunch and, we 
promise you, it’s 

absolutely delicious, too

serves one 
1 organic dried date 
1 organic dried fig 

1 organic dried apricot 
1 organic dried prune 
3 organic blanched 

almonds  
2 tablespoons 

wholegrain (spelt, rye, 
millet) or granola with 

no added sugar 
2 tablespoons probiotic 
yoghurt (goat or soya 

yoghurt if you are 
lactose intolerant) 

1 tablespoon golden 
linseed, crushed 
¼ pear or apple 
cinnamon and/or 

ground ginger.

direCtions 
The night before, chop 
up the dried fruit and 
put it in a small bowl 
with the almonds, the 
crushed linseeds and 
a dash of cinnamon 

and/or ground ginger. 
cover with water and 

leave over night.

in the morning, chop up 
a quarter of a pear or 
apple, add to the dried 
fruit mix, then add all 
the other ingredients, 
mix it all together and 

enjoy.

 6 The Scarlet
Mawgan Porth, Cornwall

You won’t find a standard hotel-issue bible in 
your room at The Scarlet. Instead, a copy of The 
Rough Guide to Happiness by Dr Nick Baylis, 
credited with being the inspiration for the 
hotel’s ethos. Green the hotel may be, but it still 
succeeds in the glamour and comfort stakes. But 
really, this place is all about the view. Admire 
it from one of the wood-fired outdoor hot-tubs 
overlooking the cliffs. And then there is the 
spa, with a series of Ayurvedic based journeys, 
designed to heal and relax. 
Doubles from: £180, including breakfast 
01637861800; scarlethotel.co.uk

 7 The Grove
Watford, 

Hertfordshire
The Grove may be just 
minutes from un-glamorous 
sounding Watford, but the 
300-acre setting really is 
like being in the heart of the 
countryside, which makes 
it an easy peasy break for 
London-based families, 
especially when you consider 
the kids’ club, babysitting, 

the woods and the bicycles. And that’s before you’ve even got to the spa 
– a true work of art, well deserving of its many awards, with wonderful 
éSPA treatments and lots of programs including a special summer 
bikini bootcamp. Do be warned that this isn’t the most atmospheric 
hotel, but if you’ve little ones in tow this place will tick a lot of boxes. 
Doubles from: £290; 01923 807807; thegrove.co.uk

Food & travel spa special
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 11 The Club, Jersey
You don’t associate Jersey hotels with pleasure. The Club, 

in St Helier, obliterates all that. This is somewhere authentically 
contemporary. Rooms have a self-assured verve (chrome and glass and 
bird’s eye maple, Frette bedlinens). Book one overlooking the outdoor 
pool; the indoor pool is in the spa – a spa with adult intentions and 
four treatment rooms (one a twin), plus herbal steam room, salt cabin 
and sauna. Emerge ylang ylanged to perfection, then hit the fizzing 
Bohemia bar and the first and only restaurant in Jersey with a Michelin 
star – the scallops are plucked from a reef just a mile or two away. 
Doubles from: £195 including breakfast.
01534 876500; theclubjersey.com

 9 The Beau-Rivage Palace
Lausanne, Switzerland 

After a day on the slopes, there’s nothing better 
than returning to this glamorous grande dame on 
the shores of Lake Geneva. The fact that there’s 
a Cinq Mondes spa only adds to the excitement. 
After a steam, lie supine while magical hands give 
you a rather unique Balinese massage. Then head 
revitalised to the Michelin-starred Anne Pico 
restaurant. You won’t want to miss a morsel.
Doubles from: £312 (approximately)
+ 41 21 613 33 33; brp.ch

 10 Four Seasons 
Tokyo, Japan 

Nowhere else in the world do you 
need a restful retreat more than in 
Tokyo – the city to end all cities. 
Not just a business destination, the 
shopping is knockout and the ‘people 
watching’ insane. Hide away in the 
ever-reliable Four Seasons (there 
are two – this is the young gun) 
and head for the spa and its superb 
and very unique treatments using 
divinely fragrant Kenzoki products. 
Doubles from: £280  
00800 6488 6488; fourseasons.com

 12 Sandals Emerald Bay,  
The Bahamas 

This newly opened all-singing, all-dancing, 
all-butler resort has something for everyone 
– Greg Norman-designed golf course, pillow 
menus, WiFi, watersports... So while your 
other half practices his swing, we advise 
sneaking away to the Red Lane spa, which has 
just hooked up skincare brand Dermalogica. 
The Tropical Preparation Skin Treatment will 
leave you ready to get beach beautiful.
Doubles from: £369
0800 742 742; sandals.co.uk 

GOOd 
HOme sPA 

HAbiTs
start your day by 

drinking a cup of hot 
(not boiling) water  

and lemon.

dry body brush every 
day with a natural 

bristle brush, brushing 
towards your heart. 
don’t forget to do  

the soles of your feet 
and palms of your 

hands too.

Try a couple of yogic 
breathing exercises 

every morning before 
you start the day. it 
helps get the body 

balanced. Read The 
Breathing Book: Vitality 

and Good Health 
Through Essential Breath 
Work by donna Farhi 

for techniques. 

Find a yoga class. There 
are many types out 

there – Power, bikram, 
Astanga – so investigate 
and make sure you find 
the right one for you. For 

breathing and asana 
(poses) techniques, try 

Hatha yoga. 

drink at least two litres 
of water a day and 

supplement with herbal 
teas (try Tea Pigs) in cold 

weather. if you can’t 
ditch your milky morning 

latte, try swapping it 
for homemade chai tea 
latte instead (chai tea 

bag, half soya milk, half 
hot water). Add a touch 
of honey if you want a 

bit of sweetness.

if you can’t do a week’s 
fast, try doing a day 
a week or a day a 

month where you can, 
for example, just drink 

fresh watered down fruit 
juice or vegetable soup, 
to give your digestive 

system a bit of a break. 

if you do over-indulge, 
give your body a rest 
the next day. don’t dig 
into a bacon sandwich, 
but keep food light and 
healthy, such as fresh 

juices and soup, to give 
your body a chance to 
combat the excesses of 

the night before.

eat seasonably and 
locally whenever 
possible. not only 
is this better for the 
environment, but  
it’s better for your  

body too. 

12
9

10

12
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 the eYe CreaM 
keep fine lines 

at bay with 
Aromatherapy 
Associates  
Rich Repair  
eye cream. 

baobab 
extract from 
Africa’s ‘tree 
of life’ works 

to restore 
elasticity and 
plumpness 
– probably 
in the only 
area of our 
body where 
we desire 
it, £36.75. 

aromatherpay 
associates.com

 the bodY Mask
A best-selling skincare range in 
Austrialia, natio products are 

based on natural plant extracts. its 
detoxifying clay 
Face and body 
mask purifies  
and tighten  
pores, £13.  

debenhams.com

 the faCe Mask
Full of fabulous ingredients such 
as spirulina, Ren’s clay-based 

mask helps draw out impurities 
and get rid of dead skin 

cells. Ren multi-mineral Pore 
minimising detox mask, £17.50, 

renskincare.com

 the Massage oil
massage is integral to 
the detoxifying 
and Tisserand’s 
100 per cent 

natural oils do 
just the job. 

de-stress body 
massage Oil 

with organic 
juniper, 
lemon 

and black 
pepper, 
£7.50. 

tisserand.com

 the enegrY sPraY 
ila’s magic spray, filled with floral 
treats such as Rose damascena 

and poppy flower essence, 
strengthens your bio-energy field 

while also smelling delicious. 
Great for travelling with too,  

£15. Ila-spa.com

 the rePlenishing serUM 
dr Alkaitis’ organic vitamin-
rich serum for the face is 

loaded with food for your skin: 
aloe vera, wild chamomile 

and healing witch hazel, £38. 
alkaitis.co.uk

 the salt sCrUb
French brand la 
sultane de saba 

draws on the Queen of 
sheba and her famous 

beauty rituals for its 
inspiration. its heady 
Green Tea Tingler salt 
scrub leaves you soft 
and smelling utterly 
delicious, £20.90. 
spavoyage.co.uk

Food & travel spa special

 the bodY brUsh 
culpepper is a lovely natural 
british brand and their pure 

bristle Fair Trade body brush is 
the prettiest one on the market. 

use for dry skin brushing 
during a detox, £6.96. 

culpepper.co.uk 

 the bodY oil
espa’s nourishing 

body Oil is so 
gentle it can also 
be used during 

pregnancy, £28. 
espaonline.com

 the bodY Cleanser
From the daylesford 

organic empire comes 
this super-effective range 
of products, used in their 
own Hay barn spa. 

exfoliating body 
cleanser, 

£28.  
bamford.

co.uk

sPA  
beAuTy

Bring your spa holiday home  
with you with our pick of the  

best spa products
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 nORTHeRn liGHTs  
Look out for brand new spa 
arrival Rockliffe Hall (left) near 
Durham with a state-of-the-art 
Technogym, Kinesis studio, 
Nordic walking classes, bio 
energy wraps and a chrono 
reverser collagen-exfoliation 
facial. (01325 729988; 
rockliffehall.com)
 
 HAiR HOlidAy  Whizz 

hairdresser Stuart Holmes has teamed up with Cheltenham’s boutique Hotel ‘32’ to offer a special 
overnight ‘Hair Holiday’ including a cut and colour plus an array of beauty treatments in the 
salon’s new spa. (01242 220001)

 deTOx Online  Check out new website detoxity.co.uk which offers a wonderful world of 
natural, organic and detoxifying products for you and your home – all delivered for free in  
the UK. Amazing.  

 PARis sense  Global spa brand Six 
Senses has opened their first day spa in Paris 
(right) – an urban chic sanctuary that’s all 
about beautiful design, luxurious treatments 
and yummy organic product lines. 

 FlOweR POweR  Ever blossoming 
Les Fleurs de Bach is an award-winning 
beauty brand based on organic Bach Flower 
herbal essences, renowned for their healing 
properties. Its new skincare range will be the 
first organic anti-stress range out there. Be 
the first, visit lesfleursdebach.co.uk.

 THAi suRPRise  Sri Panwa (right), the trendy all villa 
hotel in Phuket, Thailand has opened its new destination 
‘Cool Spa’, set within tropical gardens and with indigenous 
ingredients, plunge and vitality pools, rain showers, oodles of 
treatments and healthy food. (sripanwa.com)

sPA news
From new openings to brand 

new beauty online, Daisy Finer 
rounds up what’s hot in spa land

Food & travel spa special
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